Program Outcomes and Course Alignment Grid for Imperial Valley College
Program:								Completed on:				
Prepared by :											
Course
Communication
Critical Thinking
Personal Responsibility
Information Literacy
Global Awareness










































































































































**FIVE POINT KEY:  Using this key, to receive a 3 or 4 the ISLO needs to be measured through the outcome and assessment.
4=This is a STRONG focus of the course.  Students are tested on it or must otherwise demonstrate their competence in this area.
3=This is a focus of the course that will be assessed.
2= This is a focus of the course, but is NOT assessed.
1=This is briefly introduced in the course, but not assessed.
0=This is not an area touched on in the course.
Dear Faculty Members:
Please list all of the courses contained in your degree/certificate program along the vertical axis.  Across the top of the grid, on the horizontal axis, you will see the 5 Institutional Student Learning Outcomes (ISLOs 
Located at the end of the form, there is a key to follow when completing this grid.  The Key has numbers from 0-4 and an explanation of what each number represents.  What we need from you, and your colleagues within each department, is your determination as to the extent each of the courses addressed IVC’s five ISLOs.  Please review your SLO ID or Cycle Assessment form and write the number between 0-4 that best corresponds with the ISLOs.  Each box across from the course number should be filled in.  You can fill in the boxes as the classes stand this year 2008-2009 for SLOs, knowing that next year we can do it again with the expectation that more outcomes will be identified and assessed next year. 
For those courses that you rank a 3 or 4 on one or more ISLOs, you are indicating that the courses are taught with the intention of improving your students’ performance on those outcomes.  At some point you may be asked by the college to provide assessment data on those outcomes that you rank a 3 or 4.  At this point, we are stating that all 5 of our ISLOs are emphasized in all programs or certificates.  Completing this grid can demonstrate we are doing just that or it can highlight ISLOs that are being missed so we can improve.  
**When you are done completing the grid, please write down 1) anything you would change, 2) anything that was unclear, and 3) something you noticed about the pattern of ISLOs in your program.  For example, if you noticed that “global awareness” is not an assessed ISLO in your program, then you might want to emphasize it and make plans to add it to your SLOs for one or more courses.  Please address these three items by writing on the 2nd page (or back) of the grid form.
Thank you very much for your assistance,

Toni Pfister, MS, EdD
SLO Coach
X6546


